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CLASS V  
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ANSWER KEY  

I. Letter  

a. Format: Three lined senders address and date after leaving a line (right alignment). Salutation (left alignment).  

Three paragraphs must be there. Content should be addressed in the introduction. Elaboration in the second 

paragraph. Conclusion in the third paragraph.  

Subscription and Name (right alignment).  

b. Content: the topic to be addressed.  

c. Expression: Possible points in the body – When was your birthday? What kind of gifts did you receive? Which 

one is the best among all? Who gave it to you? What is it like (description in detail)? Why do you like it the 

most?  

OUTLINE FORMAT 

 



 

II.  

SUBJECT  PREDICATE  

i. Hockey  is played in every part of this continent.  

ii. My favourite season  spring.  

iii. Our group  is having a pizza party tomorrow.  

iv. A girl and her friend  were injured in the accident.  

v. I  am going to the playground.  

III.  

  i. The bird’s nest is in Shyam’s house.  

  ii. The squirrel’s tail is bushy.  

iii. The dog’s owner is very careless    

iv. The children’s trip to the park was joyous.  

v. Chef Misha cut the strawberries’ tops off.  

vi. We saw the three Kings’ mantles at the museum.  

vii. My friends’ homes are not nearby.  

viii.The tree’s life is worth more than a human being. ix. The thieves’ bags were confiscated.  

x. A dog’s bite can be dangerous.  

    

  

  

  

IV.   

  i. an    iii. the/a  v. a    vii. a    ix. a  

  ii. The   iv. A    vi. an    viii. a    x. an  

  

V.  

  i. mine 

  ii. it 

  iii. her  

iv.me  

v. who  

vi. what   



vii. her  

 viii. what  

ix. us  

x. who  

  

    

*******************  

Things to remember while writing the letter: 

• The three lined address should be in detail containing the 

number of the house. 

• No shortcuts to be written in the name of the month and it 

should begin with capital letter. Year should be in full – 2020. 

• Comma and full stops to be put in proper places. 

• The three paragraphs of the letter should be aligned properly 

one after the other. 

• Only the name should be written and not the surname in the 

subscription part. 

Areas of improvement: 

• Students must work on the alignment of the paragraphs and 

the address part. 

• Comma must be put after ‘Yours lovingly’ in the subscription. 

• No apostrophe to be put in ‘Yours’ 

• The table should be properly made while separating the subject 

and the predicate with the heading of the same. 


